Chevrolet cavalier z 24

But, Chevrolet hid a gem in a pile of garbage. Chevy first introduced the Z24 in , and unofficially
deemed it the little brother of the Camaro. Here are the five reasons why you need to buy a
Cavalier Z24 today. When it comes to Z24 Cavaliers, you have quite a few options to choose
from when picking a body style that you like. If you like older looking cars, you could purchase
a 1st, or 2nd gen Cavalier Z The real star of the Z24 lineage is the 3rd gen. It features styling
cues from the Camaro, as well as ditching the s looks for some updated s looks. The 3rd gen
Z24 came in a coupe and convertible the entire time it was available, and the general public
loved it. However, they were missing a four-door sedan, which could provide a perfect equal
medium between a sporty car and full sedan functionality. So, just before it was ended Chevy
offered a 4-door sedan version, but only produced it for a short amount of time. This makes the
sedan fairly rare and sought after. Additional Cavalier information can be found on Wikipedia. If
you look at the front and rear tail lights of the Cavalier Z24 you can definitely tell it was
influenced by its Japanese competitors as well as the 90s as a whole. The unsuspecting looks
definitely add to the sleeper factor of this car. Some of the parts of the Cavalier chassis J-body
are shared with the Dodge Neon, and the a few other J-Body vehicles that were built at the time.
This gives the Z24 a massive improvement in braking performance, as well as track-ability if you
ever decide to begin racing on the track. On top of all of that there is a decently sized
aftermarket backing for the Cavalier Z24 and the J-Body chassis as a whole. This is because of
the sales success of the the sporty little Z24, as well as it being an American car in the
American market. Sounds pretty slow right? Well, you have to remember that back in the 90s
horsepower was actually a decent amount. The Ford Mustang and Chevy Camaro were at about
horsepower at the time. But, that horsepower is able to propel the Cavalier Z24 from in 7. That 7.
Funny enough that time is also not to far behind a Scion FRS. The Cavalier was a light car to
begin with, its around the same size as its biggest competitor, the Civic. The Z24 weighs in at
around 2, â€” 2, lbs. That makes the Z24 lighter than a modern Mini Cooper and really makes it a
fun little car to drive. Why do you think Lotus is even in business? Because really light cars are
stupidly fun, but not that comfortable. I know 7. The golden option of the Z24 was an Eaton M45
supercharger kit, which was only available through specific GM dealerships and could only be
installed by them. The supercharger kit only ran 4. If there was such a thing as a sleeper factor,
this car would be nearly off of the charts. Along with the rise in popularity with sleepers, the
Cavalier Z24 has started to rise in price due to a large amount of people wanting one in a short
period of time. In a world of loud, bight colored cars its a nice change to see a car that is hidden
amongst regular boring cars. Did I just lose to a Cavalier?! If you like sleepers than the Cavalier
Z24 is a good fit for you. The problem with the Z24 is the same problem the Miata has.
Regardless of how awesome and fun it is to drive, people will still make fun of you. If you drive a
Cavalier, Civic, Miata or anything else small and fun, people are bound to make fun of you. If
you can deal with the hate and like small sporty cars then the Cavalier Z24 is definitely for you.
Unfortunately, due to its drum brake rear and suspension design it can never become a true
performance car. I agree with this Swedish comment. I had once briefly once until it caught fire.
Plus a mph time of as low as 5. No one even thinks twice when they see a 4 door square box
sedan pull up to them at a light. But after said same sedan leaves them far behind when the light
turns green the looks on faces is priceless. For starters, the Z24 was available as far back as the
first generation, and was even available in liftback during that time. It was also available in
convertible up until the model year, when the convertible was dropped all together. Two, the 2.
And with the 2. The hp you mentioned comes from the single cam 2. Thirdly, the Z24 sedan was
only available for a few months in Once the Z24 moniker was dropped in April, so was the 2.
Lastly, the rear drums and basic suspension is easily swapped to independent rear, along with
rear discs from the same car. Thank you for your input Evan, I have further updated this article.
Tell me what you think about it now. Thanks â€” CarGuyBryce. Much better. And the pic you
used for the first gen is a good one. Rear brakes have also been sourced from the Shelby
Daytona Turbo. Actually the original 3rd generation Z24 model was a 2. The 2. The Twin Cam
was the same HP, but slighter better torque curve. I owned a My friend has one with the 1. Talk
about building the ultimate sleeper. I have a Z24 with 2. Never really looked into it, but these
puppies can have some strange electrical problems. That quad engine is the truth if you know
what to do with it had one in a grand am bored ported polished piped Beretta transmission. I
confirm the cavalier is a nice sleeper, I drive a supercharged 2. I was amazed as well when I
discovered that. Which was just as I read your post. I had heard or read that Toyota had a
version of the cavalier but the rest was unknown to me. Loved the article. I have an 89 Base
Model. I really want to do some mods to it, but I lack mechanical skill. I have a 98 cavalier z24
with the 2. Nothing is shared between J bodies and Neons. The Neon parts need to be modified
to fit the J body. I did the very first adaptation of parts to swap in rear discs. I have owned this
car since day one for 18 years and its still in showroom condition! Stereo, speakers, clutch and

mostly everything is the way it left GM. Hell, i even checked ths car in off the truck when i was a
Chevy tech at the dealer i worked for. They really are sleepers. I play with mine here and there
but i still baby ghis old girl! Besides, it was my first new car! Bright white, fully loaded with a 5
speed! Zero rust and zero defects! I have a white Z24 that I bought new. If anyone is looking for
one of these, mine is currently for sale. I hate to give it up because it has been a sweetheart.
After a heart scare at age 70, I need to downsize a bit from owning four cars. The only mod from
stock is a set of higher quality speakers, but I have kept the originals. I was wondering where I
can get the factory specs on the Pontiac V6 5 spd. Im selling one for a ole timer friend.. I dont
even know the year yet but its sure nice insideâ€¦seriously thinking of keeping it myself lol. The
paint has seemed to dulled very badly indeed no shine to it â€¦its the most faded paint i think
ive ever seen. Anyway any info on body parts if they are being made , modifications like flare
kits hood scoops etc and engine accesoryyies. Also does it share alot with the sunbirds or
cavaiers even? Ok i have a z24 3. Its sitting wasting was hoping to clean up body has minimal
rust but bottoms of both doors are gone,was driving till this year has km pls if one of u car guys
that know what to do pls take and keep from junk heap as it will just rot away before my eyes. I
am putting a top-end on the first gen 3. The throttle body is larger, therefore more air. I
compared gaskets and the heads should bolt right up. The only problem is the pushrods being
different sizes, but a set of custom rods ought to do the trick. My 91 is gonna growl! I also have
a strange electrical problem with my cav 2. Body issues, side dent wife backed into , rusting
along lower body from door to wheel well both sides, broken motor mount, stereo fuse blows
out. Oil change done every 3k miles. What can I expect or what would you recommend as a
selling price? I have a 2. Also want to give it headers and duals. I am in Baton Rouge Louisiana.
I recently bought a z24 with the 3. Runs and drives awesome. Clear coat has peeled in a few
spots but besides that in good shape. Any one know the value of this car. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript
disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled,
and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser.
Body Styling When it comes to Z24 Cavaliers, you have quite a few options to choose from
when picking a body style that you like. Parts Sourcing Some of the parts of the Cavalier
chassis J-body are shared with the Dodge Neon, and the a few other J-Body vehicles that were
built at the time. Optional Eaton Super Charger The golden option of the Z24 was an Eaton M45
supercharger kit, which was only available through specific GM dealerships and could only be
installed by them. Sleeper Factor If there was such a thing as a sleeper factor, this car would be
nearly off of the charts. Let us know what you think in the comments! About Bryce Cleveland
Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about the cars he
found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Previous VTEC vs. I modified my 98
Cavalier with a Z24 front bumper cover, and a rear bumper cover and foam. The Grand Prix was
a W-Body. Is fun. To drive. It is. Is fast. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Make Chevrolet. Model Cavalier. I recently had the coil pack housing replaced and
took it for a tune-up new spark plugs, etc. A new battery was installed last week. At only 85,
miles, it's running smoothly and is very reliable. Message me with any questions or if you'd like
to check it out. Runs very well. Driven all summer without issue, over miles in a few months.
Regularly MPG. Loves the highway! Bump the key and go, starts first time every time regardless
of weather. All power options function as intended, although passenger window is notably
slower than the others when rolling up. Stereo sometimes does not play through R speakers
and does not play cassette tapes. Cruise Control works correctly. All gauges read accurately
and work properly. Any problems corrected, any maintenance addressed: New Windshield Make
Chevrolet. Automobile has normal wear of a automobile. No issues with drive train and is in
running order. The automobile is located in the eastern part of North Carolina. Willing to meet
anyone to inspect or drive the vehicle in a public area. Auto will need to be picked up by buyer.
The engine seemed to be in great condition with only approximately 87, miles. This car has been
in my own opinion well taken care and well maintenance as of the last three years. This car was
in two magazines, including the cover of jbody mag in with over 50 trophies. Full custom
Marbleized exterior paint job. Full fiberglass interior paint job. TV's in side, as well as in back
windows shown on exterior. Play station 2. Carbon fiber taillights. Nitrous purge kit. Cold air
intake. New yellow top battery. New timing belt and water pump. Shaved door handles with door
popper remote. Alarm system. I've had this car since miles. Has chips here and there. Needs
new tire and cd player. Willing to negotiate. Excellent condition one owner car owned by a
non-smoker. Teal Blue paint still has it's original deep blue color. Interior seats are light tan
color material that show very limited wear. Tires are new and have only a few hundred miles.
The car runs very good and has been very reliable. The car was always serviced by a Chevy
dealer. Classic 5 speed, V6 manual transmission Z24 Chevy Cavalier. Brand new tires all 4 , new

exhaust system, replaced bake lines and brakes, and all hoses, thermostat. Only 2 owners! The
air conditioner needs to be recharged, but everything else has been fixed. Passed inspection in
May Title is free and clear. Body is in good shape, no accidents, just normal wear inside and
out. Fast little car. Good gas mileage freeway, and fair in town driving. Body is Coupe. This car
runs and drives as it should, it does have k on the body but has only k on a replacement engine,
the headliner is starting to fall and the passenger side windows does fall off track but will still
roll up an down. It drives really smooth! The stereo will keep the music going during your daily
commute! The cruise control takes all the effort out of those long drives. With seating for 4
adults and a spacious trunk, there is plenty of room for the whole family and all your stuff! This
is the perfect family car or first car for the new driver in the family! And the best part? You can
put the top down and enjoy all the beautiful weather Florida has to offer! White with dark interior
Runs well Looks good Good tires on aluminum rims plus an extra matching wheels and good
tires!!! We bought it with about 75, miles about and have had less then normal maintenance
needed. This car is still an eye catcher. You would never know it's 26 years old when you see it.
There's that classic Z style that turns everyone's head. She's fun and fast. Mechanically sound, I
still drive it to work daily. It's going to be hard to part with, but I'd like to sell it to someone who
will keep it running for a long time and fix it up they way it should be. If I had the money, I would
do it myself. This car came from California and it has been stored winters. Just bought new
tabs. Let me know if you have any additional questions and thank you for looking. The interior
has no rips or tears, but shows wear. Please call or text him with all questions at Leave a
message. He works during the day and will return your calls in the evening. It is in good
condition and the owner would not to be hesitant to drive it just about anywhere. Please Note:
Four origional factory aluminum wheels are included in sale. Again, I am listing this car for a
friend. He works during the day and will return your calls or texts in the evening. Commerce
City, CO. Oregon City, OR. Federal Way, WA. Green Bay, WI. Martinsburg, WV. Sacramento, CA.
Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Chevy Cavalier Z
Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 chevy cavalier z 24 convertible 2. Year Make Chevrolet Model Cavalier.
Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 89 chevy chevrolet cavalier z 24 convertible 5 speed manual 2.
Chevrolet : Cavalier z24 cavalier z 24 2. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over
1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Ls 1, Automatic Ls Sport 2. Manual Automatic 5.
Coupe Sedan 6. Front Gasoline Classic Cars Mini Truck 1. Popular Similar Cars. Chevrolet
Cavalier Z 24 For Sale results. Refine search. This has been a great car! It does idle a bit rough,
and needs a. Recharged, but runs fine. It gets drove everyday. Text if interested or have
questions. This is a cavalier z24 convertible 51k one owner. This car is a real one of a kind. Top
is brand new and the vehicle is like new inside and out. Here at trinity autos all cars are serviced
and all recalls are done before the sale. Also all prices do not include taxes plates or any
extended warranties. This is a real winner. Always thriving to be better. Air Conditioning. Ohio
Ohio 3 years at everycarlisted. Google Ads. Featurs include, It needs some body work as with
most old cars. I only use premium gasoline and fully synthetic oil. No knocks in the engine, it is
super tight and runs excellent. It's got a new engine with about 60k miles on it. I have ran full
synthetic motor oil since i bought it. I have used this car as my daily commuter to and from
work. This would be a great commuter or first car. I drove it all winter and it did great in the 10"
snow. Green exterior, and black interior. Featurs include,. Power sunroof. Ask sales associate
for details. And please buckle up.. Monday - saturday pm and sunday pm.
Washington,maryland,or norhtern va, take i95 south to exit make right at stop sign, come down
to first traffice light make left on jefferson davis hwy. Great car in great condition. Runs great
and a reliable commuter. Passed safety and emissions, has new tires. Power windows, locks,
mirrors, keyless entry. V6 5-speed, rust on door bottoms rear quarters. Brand new starter motor,
just passed safety and emissions. Please call or text shealee at text preferred. Great college or
high school car. The car always starts, unless its the dead of winter and its outside. I've only
changed the oil regularly and the tires in 5 years. There are some issues with the car that i'm not
going to fix because its not worth my time or money. This has been a great car for my commute
everyday for the past 5 years. I no longer commute so it needs to go to someone who wants to
save miles on their "nicer" vehicle. Used Chevrolet Cavalier Z24 Coupe. This chevrolet cavalier
z24 is proudly offered by dearth chrysler dodge jeep ram the chevrolet cavalier z24 is a
well-built, yet compact and enjoyable ride that is unmatched by any other convertible on the
road. This vehicle has extremely low miles on the odometer, so while it's pre-owned, it's
practically new. Driven by many, but adored by more, the chevrolet cavalier z24 is a perfect
addition to any home. Make: chevy model: cavalier year: miles: color: green transmission:
automatic upholstery: description: chevy cavalier for sale with title in hand. All 4 tires are good
and it runs fine, the car is in need of new brake pads as well as maybe an oil change and some

brake fluid. Has minor cosmetic damage. Need this gone asap! I will be leaving for basic in a few
weeks. Th
service manual downloads
2008 cadillac cts fuel pump
nitro rustler parts diagram
is chevrolet cavalier is up for sale! It is a two door, cloth interior vehicle with a 4 cylinder
engine and an automatic transmission. It runs great and has the seating capacity of 5 people.
Equipped with a security system and an alarm remote. We work with no credit, bad credit,
repos. Gwc warranty service contract available. Cloth Interior. Com or Com for more great
prices check us out at For more great prices check us out at Combuy here pay here available on
selected vehicles. Many cars and trucks suv's and more. The best cars on 99! Used Chevrolet
Cavalier Z24 ' Great running car clean title have it in hand does need roaders nothing major k
miles 2. It comes with a 3. This convertible scored a crash test safety rating of 5 out of 5 stars.
Rocking a classic blue exterior and a gray interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out.
The rear spoiler provides controlled speeds and great performance. Contact Information: Betley
Chevrolet, 50 N. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

